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INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 13 (B3)



Activity group(s): 1 Number of exercises: 110



Intermediate Plus Unit 13 (15 activity (ies) 01:33:33) Keywords [18 word(s)] ambition asking price bulk cellular phone to come up with demonstration design improvement to launch (v.) market leader partnership to pay off (v.) prospects to run late selling point successful top-of-the-range trade fair



Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises] 1



You are the sales assistant for a phone company. You are at the trade show in Boston. A visitor walks up to your stand. Good morning, and welcome to the Cellular Phones stand. Good morning. What can I do for you? Good morning, sir. Feel free to look around.
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2



Good morning. My name is John Arnold, from Vogon International in Sacramento. I think you're expecting me. Ah, Mr. Arnold, of course. How was your trip? Yes, we are. Can I get you some coffee? We certainly are. So glad you could drop by!



3



3 No milk, two sugars, please.



5



Pretty awful in fact. You know what the airports are like at this time of year. Anyway, now I'm running a little late. That's too bad. Would you like some coffee? My own plane was over an hour late. Coffee? That's a shame. Please have a seat.



4



4 4 5



Oh yes, please. Anything would be better than the coffee they gave us on the plane. I bet! How do you take it? That bad? Would you care for cream and sugar? I know what you mean! What would you like in your coffee?



5



No cream, two sugars, please. No cream, two sugars, please. No cream, two sugars, please.



5 5 5



I understand from a colleague of mine, who spoke very highly of your products, that you're launching a new line of cell phones at this year's show. Yes, that's right. Would you like to see our new catalog? Yes, we are. Would you like a demonstration? That's correct. We have high hopes for this new line.



6



5



6 7 8



I certainly would. But can you tell me briefly what's so special about your new phones? We've introduced a number of new features. The designs are even more stylish than before. We've reduced the size by about 10%.
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7



Yes, but I'm afraid I don't have time right now. I understand you're having an official press launch at two this afternoon. Yes, our CEO is coming. Yes, that's right. I hope you can join us. Unfortunately we've had to cancel it. Please, let me give you a quick demonstration now.



8



11 10



So what makes you think you have a winner here? Even though you are the current market leaders, the competition is very stiff. We've introduced a number of new features. The designs are even more stylish than before. We've reduced the size by about 20%.



9



9 9 9



O.K. So you're offering a much better product now. But what about cost? I don't think we're interested in paying much more, even if you have made considerable improvements. We've only increased prices by 5%. Our prices haven't gone up at all! We've only raised prices by about 10%.



10



12 13 14



I'd love to, but I have a number of other appointments this afternoon and I really don't think I can reschedule them at this late stage. Well, let me give you a very brief demonstration now. How about a quick demonstration now? What about a visit from our local sales rep?



11



15 15 16



Really? I think it would be a good idea for me to meet her, since we expect to be doing quite a lot of business with you over the next year or so. What time are you expecting her? 17 17



She should be here at about one-thirty. She's due at about 1.30. At two on the dot.
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12



Well, I suppose the market could stand that kind of increase. What sort of discount are you giving on bulk orders? We negotiate on a case-by-case basis. That depends on the size of the order. On orders over $1,000, we give a 10% discount.



13



What! You've come up with a much better product and you haven't raised the prices? There must be a catch somewhere! No, there's no catch at all. I promise there's no catch, Mr. Arnold! No catch, just a very good product at a good price!



14



Do you really expect people to pay 10% more, when companies all over the country are tightening their belts? We think they'll pay for a top-quality product. Yes, we've given this a great deal of thought. It's a risk we're prepared to take.



15



Yes, I think that's a good idea. I really do want to get a close look at your new phones. Let's take a look at the executive models first. Let me show you the high-end models first. Where would you like to start?



16



Yes, that may be the best thing. When do you think you could set up an appointment for me? What about next Monday? Would next Monday be convenient? I'll have to get in touch with our rep first.



17



Good. Could you give her a call now and see if she can spare me a half hour before the launch this afternoon? (You phone Headquarters and report back to Mr. Arnold.) No problem, Mr. Arnold. She'll see you at 1.30. I've set that up for you, Mr. Arnold. She can't see you until after the launch.
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Too bad. I really can't stay around that long. I'll try to meet her another time.
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Phonetics Exercise [11 phoneme(s)]



tQ



features unfortunately catch touch launch



Q



sugar demonstration stylish negotiate competition she'll show



h



have how high hope half



uw



new introduced reduced executive due



z



please designs size raised orders models



¯



number coming product until consult up







over smaller number sir better



l



let catalog only looking quality



eI



plane take pay great same



E



cell let correct depends next rep



i



seat see free deal features
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Words and Functions [2 exercises] 1



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. Trade fairs provide a unique opportunity for buyers and sellers alike to see the best products on the market. They enable potential customers to get a close look at a wider range of products than they would find in any one store. Buyers get a chance to compare different merchandise up close and to choose the most modern goods for the lowest prices. Companies take advantage of trade fairs to see what competition they are up against. Their goal is to make better, more efficient, more competitive products in order to come out on top at the next trade show. Such fairs also encourage better business by facilitating communication between both sales representatives and clients. It is person-to-person contact such as this, which makes for the most durable, most fruitful business partnerships. Regular verbs provide enable



to compare



Superlative adjectives most modern lowest best Comparative adjectives better more efficient wider



2



encourage



most durable



facilitating



most fruitful



more competitive



better



Put the words from the text in the corresponding categories. Mr. Ushioda never misses an opportunity to go to the trade fair that takes place every year in his home town. He is a shrewd businessman who loves to bargain. He often stops to talk to the many sales representatives who are working there. He knows they are determined to sell their products and if he plays his cards right, he might make a good deal. This is why he always makes sure to compare all of the products which interest him first, in order to see just what the competition has to offer. The problem is that he sometimes has a hard time making up his mind! Adverbs of frequency never often always Relative pronouns who who that



sometimes



which



Possessive pronouns their his his his
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Key grammar explanations [4 grammar point(s)] 1



'For how long' - 'Since when'



2



Absolute superlative
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3



The place of 'even'



4



'Even though' - 'Even if'
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Grammar Practice [2 exercises] 1



Reformulate as in the example. Example: my sister's colleague Dave's sister



a sister of Dave's



their opinion



an opinion of theirs



our habit



a habit of ours



Bridget's idea



an idea of Bridget's



his sweater



a sweater of his



Auralog's competitor



a competitor of Auralog's



The indefinite possessive



2



a colleague of my sister's



Possessive pronouns



Reformulate as in the example. Example: my sister's colleague



a colleague of my sister's



her boss's idea



an idea of her boss's



my book



a book of mine



my aunt's child



a child of my aunt's



her camera



a camera of hers



the manager's priority



a priority of the manager's



the operators' decision



a decision of the operators'



The indefinite possessive
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Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [5 exercises] 1 a cellular phone a laptop a modem a satellite dish a television a radio



2 a quarter to three half past ten eleven o'clock midnight five to seven one hour late



3 ten to seven half past eight four thirty one o'clock a quarter past nine three forty-five



4 half past eight nine o'clock five to one four forty-four seven thirty a quarter to six
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5 a plane a spaceship a glider a parachute a helicopter a kite



The Right Word with speech recognition [7 exercises] 1



A CEO is the director of a company. secretary postman receptionist lawyer representative



2



Running late means behind schedule. Jogging On time In advance Running for your life



3



Stiff competition means your market share is not guaranteed. Tightening your belt State-of-the-art technology An official press launch Bulk orders Winning over the jury



4



Market leaders have the most sales and highest profits. Bankrupt firms Small businesses Self-employed people Trade shows Competitors



5



Tightening your belt means spending less money. Expanding Reducing Negotiating Discounting Risking



6



On the dot means at a precise time. Just after A little before Far too late Join the dots Spots and stripes



7



A great deal of thought is a lot of reflection. moment's notice second thought without hesitation quick check casual glance
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Word Association [2 exercises] 1



Match the words from the dialogue with their antonyms on the right. awful glad brief new high official dependable next



2



fantastic unhappy long old low informal unreliable preceding



Match the words from the dialogue with their synonyms on the right. promise raise launch reduce recognize



guarantee increase present cut identify



Word Order with speech recognition [12 exercises] 1



we had more than a thousand people come we had more than a thousand people come to our stand



to



our



stand



'To be' and 'to have': preterite



2



The trade show was a real The trade show was a real success



3



fortunately, fortunately,



4



I admit I admit I'm



5



The official press launch will cover all the new The official press launch will cover all the new features



6



you shouldn't have any problems becoming the market you shouldn't have any problems becoming the market leaders.



success with the with the businessmen



the trains were running on time the trains were running on time for once



I'm highly impressed with your highly impressed with your products



'Should' and 'Ought to': probability
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for



businessmen



once.



products.



features



leaders.



Modal auxiliaries
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7



I'd like I'd like an



8



I assume you offer reasonable discounts on bulk I assume you offer reasonable discounts on bulk orders



9



we don't think the asking price is too we don't think the asking price is too much



10



I think our rep is visiting your city next I think our rep is visiting your city next week.



an appointment with the General appointment with the General Manager



Verbs without a continuous form



11



Sales will increase because Sales will increase because the



12



thanks very much thanks very much for



Manager



orders.



much



week.



'Next' - 'The next'



the recession is almost recession is almost over.



over.



for giving me the demonstration giving me the demonstration



Infinitive clauses



Key grammar explanations [2 grammar point(s)] 1



'May' - 'Might'
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2



More uses of the possessive
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Dialogue: Comprehension [1 exercises] 1



You are the sales assistant for a phone company. You are at the trade show in Boston. A visitor walks up to your stand. Good morning, and welcome to the Cellular Phones stand. Good morning. What can I do for you? Good morning, sir. Feel free to look around. Yes, our CEO is coming. She should be here at about one-thirty. Let's keep our fingers crossed that there won't be any problems with the satellites! No, there's no catch at all. Our engineers are the very best in the field.



2



2 2 2



That'd be the worst luck if that happened. I hope you pay them what they're worth!



Good morning. My name is John Arnold, from Vogon International in Sacramento. I think you're expecting me. Ah, Mr. Arnold, of course. How was your trip? Yes, we are. Can I get you some coffee? We certainly are. So glad you could drop by! Let's take a look at the executive models first. We intend to revolutionize the industry!



3 No milk, two sugars, please.



5 5



You'll be getting a good review from me.



That depends on the size of the order. We've introduced a number of new features. We're probably looking at about 10%.



3



Pretty awful in fact. You know what the airports are like at this time of year. Anyway, now I'm running a little late. That's too bad. Would you like some coffee? My own plane was over an hour late. Coffee? That's a shame. Please have a seat. We negotiate on a case-by-case basis. Yes, our CEO is coming. He's running a little late. At two on the dot. I see Mr. Arnold is talking to Futronics too.
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4 4 5



Like everybody else at the trade show. Well, trade shows are good places to compare products.
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4



Oh yes, please. Anything would be better than the coffee they gave us on the plane. I bet! How do you take it? That bad? Would you care for cream and sugar? I know what you mean! What would you like in your coffee? We negotiate on a case-by-case basis. I'd have to consult the sales manager. We've ironed out all the technical problems. I see Mr. Arnold is talking to Futronics too.



No cream, two sugars, please. No cream, two sugars, please. No cream, two sugars, please.



5 5 5



I hope so for your sake! Well, trade shows are good places to compare products.



Let me show you the top-of-the-line models first.



5



I understand from a colleague of mine, who spoke very highly of your products, that you're launching a new line of cell phones at this year's show. Yes, that's right. Would you like to see our new catalog? Yes, we are. Would you like a demonstration? That's correct. We have high hopes for this new line. He's running a little late. At least their stand is smaller than ours. I'll have to get in touch with our rep first. Good morning, sir. Feel free to look around. Where would you like to start?



6



6 7 8 Like everybody else at the trade show. Yes, and it's not as well situated.



I certainly would. But can you tell me briefly what's so special about your new phones? We've introduced a number of new features. The designs are even more stylish than before. We've reduced the size by about 10%. Their new lightweight cell phone looks promising, but it's too pricey. People will always pay for quality, Mr. Arnold. My sales manager would have to decide that. At least their stand is smaller than ours. I'll take off my badge. I don't want to be recognized.
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9 9 9 They've got nothing on us!



Yes, and it's not as well situated. Oh I see, you want to keep a low profile.
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7



Yes, but I'm afraid I don't have time right now. I understand you're having an official press launch at two this afternoon. Yes, our CEO is coming. Yes, that's right. I hope you can join us. Unfortunately we've had to cancel it. Please, let me give you a quick demonstration now. My own plane was over an hour late. Coffee? He's running a little late. I'd have to consult the sales manager. I've been on the go all morning. It'll be nice to relax a little. We're still several steps ahead of the competition.



8



Like everybody else at the trade show.



Yes, but for how long? Technology changes so quickly.



So what makes you think you have a winner here? Even though you are the current market leaders, the competition is very stiff. We've introduced a number of new features. The designs are even more stylish than before. We've reduced the size by about 20%. Ah, Mr. Arnold, of course. How was your trip? Let's have a look at the executive models first. Just the same old cell phones, no new models. We know it's a risk, but we're confident it will pay off. Their new lightweight cell phone looks promising, but it's too pricey.



9



11 10



9 9 9



That's certainly good news! They've got nothing on us!



O.K. So you're offering a much better product now. But what about cost? I don't think we're interested in paying much more, even if you have made considerable improvements. We've only increased prices by 5%. Our prices haven't gone up at all! We've only raised prices by about 10%. We're probably looking at about 10%. Good morning. What can I do for you? Yes, we are. Would you like a demonstration? Hopefully we'll be able to win over the jury. To begin with, we have a lot more experience.
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12 13 14



The product will have to be outstanding. True, Cellular Phones was one of the first in the business.
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10



I'd love to, but I have a number of other appointments this afternoon and I really don't think I can reschedule them at this late stage. Well, let me give you a very brief demonstration now. How about a quick demonstration now? What about a visit from our local sales rep? I bet! How do you take it? To begin with, we have a lot more experience. We intend to revolutionize the industry! Good morning. What can I do for you? I'll try and convince him to give us a full-page article.



11



15 15 16 No cream, two sugars, please. True, Cellular Phones was one of the first in the business. You'll be getting a good review from me. That will coincide with the advertising campaign.



Really? I think it would be a good idea for me to meet her, since we expect to be doing quite a lot of business with you over the next year or so. What time are you expecting her? She should be here at about one-thirty. She's due at about 1.30. At two on the dot. Our engineers are the very best in the field.



17 17 I hope you pay them what they're worth!



Where would you like to start? We certainly are. So glad you could drop by! Then look no further, Mr. Arnold. Good morning, sir. Feel free to look around.



12



Well, I suppose the market could stand that kind of increase. What sort of discount are you giving on bulk orders? We negotiate on a case-by-case basis. That depends on the size of the order. On orders over $1,000, we give a 10% discount. We've introduced a number of new features. Yes, that's right. I hope you can join us. The designs are even more stylish than before. We've ironed out all the technical problems. We're still several steps ahead of the competition.
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I hope so for your sake! Yes, but for how long? Technology changes so quickly.
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13



What! You've come up with a much better product and you haven't raised the prices? There must be a catch somewhere! No, there's no catch at all. I promise there's no catch, Mr. Arnold! No catch, just a very good product at a good price! Good morning, and welcome to the Cellular Phones stand. Just the same old cell phones, no new models. They've stopped producing their car phone.



That's certainly good news! The cell phone market probably seems more attractive.



People will always pay for quality, Mr. Arnold. We've reduced the size by about 20%.



14



Do you really expect people to pay 10% more, when companies all over the country are tightening their belts? We think they'll pay for a top-quality product. Yes, we've given this a great deal of thought. It's a risk we're prepared to take. We've reduced the size by about 20%. I've been on the go all morning. It'll be nice to relax a little. They've stopped producing their car phone.



The cell phone market probably seems more attractive.



I've got a half hour to kill before my next meeting. She's due at about 1.30.



15



Yes, I think that's a good idea. I really do want to get a close look at your new phones. Let's take a look at the executive models first. Let me show you the high-end models first. Where would you like to start? The initial outlay may be high, but in the long run it'll pay off. That's too bad. Would you like some coffee? Hopefully we'll be able to win over the jury. At the moment no one can match our services. I think we'll do all right this afternoon.
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The product will have to be outstanding. That's excellent news for Cellular Phones. I don't see why not.
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16



Yes, that may be the best thing. When do you think you could set up an appointment for me? What about next Monday? Would next Monday be convenient? I'll have to get in touch with our rep first. We have a reputation for state-of-the-art technology. He's running a little late. No, there's no catch at all. No catch, just a very good product at a good price! At least their stand is smaller than ours.



17



Without sacrificing quality. Like everybody else at the trade show.



Yes, and it's not as well situated.



Good. Could you give her a call now and see if she can spare me a half hour before the launch this afternoon? (You phone Headquarters and report back to Mr. Arnold.) I've set that up for you, Mr. Arnold. She can't see you until after the launch.



No problem, Mr. Arnold. She'll see you at 1.30. Their new lightweight cell phone looks promising, but it's too pricey. Our unique selling points are safe for the moment.



Too bad. I really can't stay around that long. I'll try to meet her another time.



They've got nothing on us! Yes, but for how long? Technology changes so quickly.



Good morning, and welcome to the Cellular Phones stand. People will always pay for quality, Mr. Arnold. Well, I think we have exactly what you want.



Keywords [21 word(s)] inconvenience to commute (v.) traffic jam never-ending compulsory nit-picker credible plaintiff horticulturist shepherd lack oxygen astronaut vertigo high-risk discipline courage patience vocation to falsify (v.)
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to harvest (v.)



Video and Questions [1 exercises] Congratulations! You've got your college degree. The time has come to go and look for work. The telephone quickly becomes essential. Having sent résumés, you are finally called in for an interview. Try not to seem too tense, otherwise you risk making a bad impression. Luckily for you, your application has been accepted. You're hired! Welcome to the team! Becoming a worker does, however, present a few inconveniences: commuting every day takes a very long time and the traffic jams are never-ending! And that's not counting the taxes you'll have to pay! By the way, what career have you chosen? Are you a waiter? Do you work as a shop assistant? On the market? So no more time to sleep in for you! Or have you chosen a career where a uniform is compulsory? Like in the police or the army? Watch out for Sergeant Nit-picker, he doesn't miss a thing! For certain jobs, suits are to be worn. Appearance counts a great deal. Receptionists must always be well dressed, as must also be secretaries, being the first to come into contact with clients. It is important for real-estate agents to make a good impression, just as it is for car dealers. Does a tie make one look more credible? What judge would listen to a plaintiff wearing jeans and a sweater? None. No more than the person to be tried would accept the decision of a judge in a T-shirt and tennis shoes. There are some jobs that are done outdoors, like those of a farmer, horticulturist, fisherman or shepherd. One job done from above, in a total lack of oxygen, is that of an astronaut! You mustn't suffer from vertigo if you want to work way up there! Race car driving is another high-risk profession. Being a professional golfer is less dangerous, but it demands just as much discipline. You must have courage and patience to reach the top and become champion. Soccer players train for years before reaching their goal! Their careers are short-lived, like those of dancers. But don't think it's any easier working from home, especially if you've got your children to look after! There are also people who change career paths. Criminals who steal money suddenly find out they have a new vocation, that of prisoner! There are others who don't want to succeed by legal means. They prefer to falsify important documents. To become a company manager, you must have ambition, motivation and talent, you have to work hard without letting up! Then you can harvest the fruits of your labor by purchasing, for example, a beautiful car, an apartment in town, a house in the country with several acres of land and a villa by the sea for those well-deserved holidays!



1



What is the subject of this video? Careers Commuting Higher education Taxes Lower education Income taxes



2



What do soccer players and dancers have in common? Their careers aren't very long. They wear the same shoes. They have lots of children. They are both unprofessional. Their careers are of average length. Their careers are very long.
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3



Which of the following words is not a synonym of 'career'? Plaintiff Profession Vocation Job Duty Work



4



What do the police and the army have in common? A uniform must be worn. A uniform can be worn. A uniform must not be worn. A uniform is not mandatory. They both work on the market. They employ the less than intelligent.



5



What is an inconvenience of working at the market? You must wake up early. You must wear a uniform. You must commute every day. You must wear a tie. You must work nights. You must wear a bow tie.



6



What is suggested about both judges and plaintiffs? Appearance is important. They both wear T-shirts. They are more credible than tennis players. They work outdoors. They like to judge. They like to be judged.



7



Which of these statements is untrue? Criminals want to succeed legally. Criminals falsify important documents. Criminals steal money. Criminals don't use legal means to succeed. Criminals can steal with a pen. Criminals are what you call those who get caught.
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8



Which of these statements is true? Secretaries are the first people to meet clients. Real-estate agents are the first people to meet clients. Car dealers are the first people to meet secretaries. Secretaries are the first people to meet car dealers. Secretaries are the last people to meet clients. Car dealers are loved all over the world.



9



What is meant by 'harvest the fruits of your labor'? Make the most of what you've earned Make a fruit salad at work Become a farmer and take a holiday Sell your house Become a fruit farmer Eat lots of fruit because it's good for you



10



If you suffer from vertigo, you are afraid of... heights. spiders. crowds. pizzas. foreigners.



Word Pronunciation [21 word(s)] inconvenience to commute traffic jam never-ending compulsory nit-picker credible plaintiff horticulturist shepherd lack oxygen astronaut vertigo high-risk discipline courage patience vocation to falsify to harvest
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des documents recommandant













INTERMEDIATE UNIT 13 (B3) 

Would you give me your company name and address? 6. 3. That's all right. Send me whatever you've got. Would you give me your company name and address ...










 








intermediate plus unit 2 (b3) 

Let me get my coat. Hurry up! 4. 2. Shopping! Which stores? Who cares! 3. I don't need anything. ... The salesperson will tell you. 14 .... he (to like) he'd like he would like we (to withdraw) we'd withdraw we would withdraw .... sales clerk ... a g










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 12 (B3) 

Your company gives you the latest details concerning your seminar. "How are you .... The prepositions 'in' and 'at' The article and geographical names. 3. I'm.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 6 (B3) 

Answering last year's mail... Yes, but I don't have enough stationery! No, I always write the same old things. I'm more of a phone person! Sure, if you have some ...










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 10 (B3) 

Could I have some change for the phone? No problem. .... a cell phone a television set. 7 ... retire to the country date-stamp sell by date fade away timeless. 2.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 1 (B3) 

May I take your company's name? I'll fax you the contact information. 6. Can I email you the contact information? Yes, of course. 6. May I fax you the contact info?










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 3 (B3) 

They don't have any here. 5. 3 ... Do you have any corduroy pants? ... Oh, it doesn't matter, thank you. Bye! 15 ..... This explains why people are happy to find.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 4 (B3) 

a pickle a banana an orange a grapefruit a kiwi. The Right Word with speech recognition [4 ..... fun and play games like Hide and Seek, Simon Says, and Tag.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 7 (B3) 

Yes, I'd like a book of ten first-class stamps. Sorry, I'm all out. 12. Do you have .... I'll need you to fill out this registration form first. Write your name on this line and ...










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 11 (B3) 

Answer the question as in the example. ... Picture/Word Association with speech recognition [3 exercises]. 1 ..... One part of a payment made at intervals.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 14 (B3) 

That's great news. Yes, I was online when the computer froze. 2 ... I saved a document and my computer froze. .... Sometimes when I'm downloading programs.










 








INTERMEDIATE PLUS UNIT 9 (B3) 

Construction of the present perfect continuous. Auxiliaries. Verbs without a ... Simple past perfect hadn't gone ... Phonetics Exercise [8 phoneme(s)] j pocketknife ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 9 (B3) 

Dialogue: Explore [1 exercises]. 1. Excuse me, I'm ... What sort of discount could you give us for an order of that size? How about 10 ..... Adjectives ending in -ing.










 








intermediate plus unit 8 (b3) - slidex.tips 

Here, use our phone. 6 ... hurt worse first heard person ... 1. Conjugate as in the example. Example: I (to call). I have been calling ..... They go to heaven.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 4 (B3) 

rap music folk music. 7 rock 'n' roll acid jazz opera heavy metal classical music. 8 a space capsule an airplane a submarine an astronaut an airport a catamaran.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 3 (B3) 

You call to find out if the weather is going to ... Tomorrow, Friday, is going to be the same as today. ... At this time of year you only get warmth and sun in countries like South Africa! ..... Most generally, 'After the rain comes good weather' mea










 








intermediate unit 11 (b3) 

We spent a lot of money installing these systems and you assured me Cellular Phones took care of its customers. ... Any number of things could be responsible for the problem. 7 ... Flowers is an important client likely to bring in other big fish. Oka










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 2 (B3) 

ice water beer fresh orange juice soda warm milk. 11 lemons oranges apples pineapples apricots grapes. 12 milk ice water black coffee lemon tea espresso.










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 12 (B3) 

I'll have to see how many we have in stock. 5 ... Yesterday we had two hundred and thirty in stock. ... Your next meeting is via videoconference with the general manager of a large U.S. supermarket chain. Sitting at your desk at Cellular Phones, you 










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 10 (B3) 

[You are at a trade fair.] Can I ask .... Word Order with speech recognition [16 exercises]. 1 weekends were made to have as ..... What will you start with? First I'm ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 8 (B3) 

way, can you arrange for me to be picked up from the airport? Do you have your ... He's calling from the Japanese branch of Cellular Phones. So, Mr. Yamamoto ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 14 (B3) 

I worked in the marketing department of a bank. 4. In the marketing field ... I'm looking for a career in marketing. 7 ..... Do you know who's advertising the product?










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 5 (B3) 

You decide to call and find out more about them. Hello? I'm calling about your villas. 2. Do you still have villas available for this summer? 3. Could you give me ...










 








INTERMEDIATE UNIT 7 (B3) 

lettuce, scallions, green and red peppers, cucumber and tomatoes. There's also an avocado, apple and nut salad ... to book (v.) bottle to cancel (v.) to choose (v.).
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